The concentration of cholecystokinin (CCK) and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) in dissected cortical and subcortical areas of four rhesus monkeys' brains was determined by radioimmunoassay (RIA). Cerebral cortical samples from one human brain are included for comparison.
INTRODUCTION
CCK (15) and VIP (16), originally discovered as gastrointestinal hormones, both have a wide distribution in the mammalian central nervous system and occur in particularly high concentrations in cerebral cortex (l-14,17) . Both have been localized in separate groups of specific cells in cerebral cortex which have an intimate association with cerebral blood vessels (17, 18) . It has been suggested that these peptides may in some way regulate cerebral blood flow (17, 18) .
The distributions of CCK and VIP have been studied in detail in many mammalian species including man using both RIA and immunocytochemistry.
There are no data, however, on the distribution by RIA of either CCK or VIP in the brains of infrahuman primates. The data presented in this paper on CCK and VIP levels in rhesus monkey brain are intended to fill this gap, and to provide data to compare with previous studies on post-mortem human brain (7-9).
METHODS

A. Tissue dissection and extraction:
Rhesus monkey brains were obtained and dissected as in Lewis e al. (19) . The samples were frozen after dissection, stored at -70°C, homogenized in 10 volumes of ice cold O.IN HCI and clarified by centrifugation.
Ten u1 aliquots of the supernatant were lyophilized prior to the VIP RIA. Prior to the CCK RIA, the 10 1-11 aliquots were neutralized with 10 ul of O.IN NaOH.
The human cerebral cortical samples were obtained from Massachusetts General Hospital, courtesy of Tricia Marshall.
The frozen tissue was homogenized at room temperature in methanol:water 9:l (v/v), centrifuged, and the methanol supernatant evaporated under nitrogen.
B. CCK and VIP radioimmunoassay:
The CCK RIA was performed with antiserum R5 as previously described (2). This CCK antiserum cross-reacts strongly with CCKS sulfate, CCK33, gastrin and caerulein and weakly with CCKS desulfate and CCK4. The exact chemical nature of the CCK-like peptides in rhesus monkey brain has not been established.
On the basis of gel filtration chromate raphy and CCK RIA, human cerebral cortex contains mainly CCKS-like peptides s Reference 12 and M. Beinfeld, unpublished observations).
The VIP RIA was performed as previously described (20) using a VIP antiserum provided by Cajanan Nilaver. This antisera did not cross-react with secretin, GIP (gastric inhibitory peptide), glucagon, and only about 0.02% with PHI (acronym for a Peptide with a C-terminal Histidine and an N-terminal Isoleucine amide).
RESULTS
The CCK and VIP concentrations in cerebral cortical regions of the rhesus monkey brain are shown in Table 1 . These samples were dissected as described before (191, based on the cytoarchitectonic map of von Bonin and Bailey (21). The CCK levels in all regions of the rhesus monkey cerebral cortex are high. In the rhesus monkey, the frontal and orbital regions are higher than the motor and sensory, parietal and occipital regions. A similar rostro-caudal gradient has been reported in the human brain (8). Table 2 presents data on the CCK levels in three cerebral cortical areas from one human brain for comparison with the rhesus monkey data. The data in Table 2 on CCK content of human cortex agree very well with the rhesus monkey data, and, though it is unsafe to generalize from a single sample, there appears to be a marked rostro-caudal gradient in CCK concentration in the cortex of this individual. The number of samples of the same region included in the average and standard error of the mean is four (4) except when indicated. Four samples of each cortical area from one 57 year old male taken 8 l/2 hours post-mortem. The samples were extracted in 90% methanol as previously described (2).
In the rhesus monkey cortex, there is about 5-20 times as much CCK as VIP on a molar basis. The areas that are highest in CCK are not highest in VIP though they are both present in all cortical areas examined, their distributions are not correlated.
Some cerebral cortical areas obtained from two baboon brains were assayed for CCK and VIP content (data not shown). Though the dissection differed from that used for the rhesus brains and the sample sizes were smaller, some comparisons can be made. In the baboon cerebral cortex, the CCK : VIP molar ratio is about 2-6 and, like the rhesus, there is no correlation between the distributions of CCK and VIP. In most of the cortical areas examined, the rhesus and baboon levels of CCK were the same within experimental error.
Two interesting trends can be observed in the distribution of CCK in the rhesus monkey cortex.
The CCK levels tend to be less than 200 rig/g in the motor and sensory processing areas: pre-and post-central, inferior temporal, posterior insular, striate and peristriate cortices.
The CCK levels tend to be greater than 300 nglg in the cortical areas which receive projections from the magnocellular portion of the nucleus medialis dorsalis of the thalamus: medial prefrontal, medial and posterior orbital and anterior cingulate cortices.
The possible functional significance of this observation remains to be determined.
The VIP concentration is high in all rhesus monkey cortical regions. Unlike CCK, there appears to be no rostro-caudal gradient of VIP. Unlike CCK, most of the baboon cortical samples had higher levels of VIP (at most a factor of two) than the corresponding areas in the rhesus monkey. The number of samples of the same region included in the average and standard error of the mean is four (41 except when indicated.
The CCK and VIP concentrations in subcortical regions of the rhesus monkey brain are shown in Table 3 . As in the cerebral cortex, CCK is higher than VIP on a molar basis in the subcortical regions.
The CCK content in the baboon subcortical areas was higher than the rhesus in the caudate, hypothalamus, putamen, globus pallidus, while the colliculi and the thalamus were the same.
In the baboon, the VIP level in caudate and putamen was higher than in rhesus monkey while in hypothalamus, thalamus and colliculi, the VIP levels are similar. As in the rat (5, 6) , the baboon amygdaia is high in VIP, similar to cerebral cortical levels. The distribution and levels of CCK appear to be well conserved in mammalian species.
DISCUSSION
The rat and guinea pig (l-3,14) CCK levels closely resemble rhesus , except that both rat and guinea pig have more CCK in the caudate and thalamus, while the CCK in the rat cortex and hypothalamus is higher than in the rhesus monkey. Likewise, pig brain is higher in most areas in CCK than the rhesus monkey while cow brain is the same or lower.
The distribution of VIP in human brain has been less extensively studied than the CCK distribution.
The data of Samson et al. (10) best resembles the rhesus monkey data, although several of the cortical areas zbthe caudate were higher in VIP in the rhesus monkey than in the human.
The human VIP data of Fahrenkrug (22) also agrees well with the rhesus VIP values in some cortical areas, the caudate, and hypothalamus, although most of the cortical areas have lower VIP than the rhesus.
The VIP data of Bryant (4) is consistently lower for human cortex, while VIP levels in human hypothalamus is similar to rhesus.
Like CCK, the distribution of VIP also is well mammalian species. In comparison to rhesus monkey or subcortical areas are substantially lower in VIP (13). Rat conserved in the brains of rat, pig brain cortical and brain VIP, both in terms of distribution and levels, is quite similar to rhesus monkey subcortical VIP levels, while the rat cortex is consistently higher in VIP than the cortex of rhesus monkey. 
